W. C. Williams To Recite
Prose Poetry Selections
At Museum Friday Night
At Annual Parley

At Museum Friday Night

Graduate of University Medical School 1906,
Penn Literary Review Will Publish New Poem

chosen at a cocktail party before

the affair for Philadelphia; able mention.

Cover the necessary when anything

can carry any sense of poetry.

should be broken down to its ele-

ments.

- milfs

MK

will be music and

(bazaar) is being held becau

he feels poetry i

the New York Times, he stated

available at the Christian Asso-

nations of Paoli, Pa., treasurer, in

the Pennsylvania Medical School. He

races, an exhibition of horseman-

the Fitzgibbons Boiler Co., Inc.,

the Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity.

Charles Adams was graduated from the Wharton School in 1924. Stewart received a Whar-

ton degree in 1941 and was a member of the University's Law School in 1951.

is necessary when anything

and there will be music and

 renewed.

To submit a picture.

to its plainest.

For the need of reading

The dance is held in connec-

tion to the Houston Hall Auditorium,

the Cornells University Men's Glee

Club.

The high point of the
day's events will be the opening of the
the 23rd annual convention in

Philadelphia Orchestra Presents
First of Four Concerts Monday

The Philadelphia Orchestra will present the first of four concerts, sponsored by the Phila-

delphia Department of Reviv-

ation, Monday evening, Novem-

ber 29, at 8 o'clock in Convention

Hall.

Rogers Ormandy, director of the Orchestra, has chosen a pro-

gram of symphonies which will feature the world known pianist,

Rudolph Serkin.

Tickets may be obtained by ex-

changing the coupons that will appear in the Philadelphia daily

newspapers.

There will be approximately 300 students,

attend.

Ah, but don't be jubilant, you loyal Pennsylvanlans, over the

success of the Wiggers and their
team. The special occasion was

the 1954 High Schoolmen's Game

billed as the "Tempest in a Teapot," the Wiggers' highest production

in years. It opened last night at

the Academy of Music and will run through Thursday.

Wiggers Stage Dress Rehearsal

Glee Clubs Starred

On Air Tomorrow

WPKN will present a special program tomorrow afternoon featuring

a large assortment of glee clubs.

The show is in its fifth year and is sponsored by the

10,000 listeners heard

the program last year.

The special program will re-

prise some of the most popular

parts of the show, as well as some

new songs.

Tossing Empty Beer Cans and Bottles

Invokes Prohibition at Harvard Games

by Bob McCleave

Dry as the Sahara, Boston students are raising the cry for prohibition at Harvard Games.

The students, who have been

in the forefront of the campaign to curtail the drinking of beer and other alcoholic

beverages, say they are trying to

persuade spectators from across the

Charles River.

The students say this is not a protest against alcoholism or hard-core drunkards, but a

movement to cut the number of beer
drinks served at events at the

university. Harvard authorities say there is no evidence of an alcohol problem at the
college.
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Players’ Early Rehearsal
Marked by Keen Enthusiasm

by Barbara Jones

You can’t buy finer Ice Cream at any price!

Breyers famous “Fudge of Purity” assures its pure and quality

2% Milk

6 x 20 oz

$3.20

8 x 20 oz

$5.25

12 x 20 oz

$7.25

“College Jazz Goes to Carnegie Hall”
Princeton’s Stan Rubin
His Tigerton Five and Swing Sextet

and

WILLIAM’S SPRING ST. STOMPERS
A MIDNIGHT JAZZ CONCERT AT
Carnegie Hall, Nov. 27th
(Thanksgiving Saturday)
(See Classified On Page 4 To Obtain Tickets)

Old Customers Send Us Six of Every Ten New Customers

Shell Cordovan — Butt Different

There is an important difference between Waddor’s and most Cordovans—something you can’t see in the thin lines of this fashionable plan-toeucher, but you’ll feel it in the minute you slip it on. Secret of the Waddor’s perennial popularity derives from its choice leather: not ordinary shell cordovan but hand-out from amazingly flexible, plant-salvaged Shoe Butter that assures utmost comfort. Lloyd & Haig’s exclusive patented flexible construction eliminates breaking in, assures comfort from the first step.

An extraordinary shoe, the Windsor. You could pay dollars more without getting better looks or longer wear.

LEAVES OF IVY
by Franklin Brown

We all make mistakes . . . Here is a passion quoted directly from a recent issue of Speech and Drama Review.

"The type of Ivy League schools, Princeton's and other athletic scholarships. Princeton's famed 'angels' occur with an added attractiveness of character, luxury, and opportunity of research. The type of Ivy League schools and the college market are also used for the 'angels.' This expresses the genuine musical sheets and repose base again . . . pause . . . ah-h . . . reply. Ivan

Late Cues
Come the other Ivy League schools, and any students . . . anybody for a cue, for a cue like Ivan, again. One, two, three quarters of the act is quite a cue. "Paleface distraction. Aside from the leading ladies these females manage to find their way to second floor Houston. On the subject of cues and distraction—once in a while you might hear a cue, hear it again . . . pause . . . ah-h . . . reply.

Duke Rodrigues the third "angel" got caught with a josh intake from his pipe and conduct quite get his line. Improvised props are another amusing aspect to these rehearsals. A fan bandering or a base drum make the college market team. Newspapers, however, are quite the full military dress Bill Zimmerman a pleasant young gentleman precisely holds a dinner plate in the crook of his arm, the for the day.

An unusual feature of "My Three Angels" are a Bergers who are associated with the college market team. The "angels" are Bergers as are other prominent students. For the Bergers are working hard and enjoying every minute of the spectacular performance.

This observer left that rehearsal room of Bermuda shorts, khakis, or discarded high heels in a walk for the nearby pacing, impatient dates, looking forward to seeing the curtains go up on "My Three Angels" on December 8 and 10.

From the Headline of the Week . . . Students at the University of Chicago are sending 2,000 cakes of soap to the Y. M. C. A. of the college. One of the cake of soap bears a different signature and the message, 'This wouldn't hurt McCrathy—vote centerY.'

Other shoes from $14.95
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RODEO WINNER
In Frosh Dorm
Football Final

Rodney captured the freshman dormitory football championship by defeating Ashhurst, 14-8, in the Big Quad yesterday.

Rodney scored on the first series of plays following the opening kickoff when, on third down, Eddie Wilson got in behind the Ashhurst defensive backs and gathered in a long pass from Joe Reimert for the touchdown.

Ashhurst took the ensuing kickoff and marched steadily downfield only to be stopped by an interception on the Rodney one-yard line. On the following series, the Ashhurst offense was stopped at the four yard line in the end zone to give Ashhurst a safety.

Early in the second half, Rodney Bulldog Rodney intercepted a pass deep in Ashhurst territory. A short Reimert-Dave Jones pass gave Rodney a lead of 12-2. Ashhurst came back with its longest single gain of the day on a pass from Ray Redlich to Ken Jacobson. Brooker then hit Redlich on a pass from Ray Brooker to give Rodney a lead of 12-2. Army and Navy held down the ninth position in the A.P. poll for the fourth straight week in Country's Top 7.

Franklin Foes
In Country's Top 7

Three Pennsylvania grid opponents ranked in the top seven teams this week selected by the United and Associated Press.

Notre Dame ranked fourth while Army and Navy held down the fifth and seventh place choices in both polls.

Three Quaker Foes
In Country's Top 7

Pennsylvania's top notch freshman soccer team swept to its fifth victory in six games by outscoring Northeast Catholic High, 3-1, on Stewart Field yesterday.

Three Pennsylvania grid opponents ranked in the top seven teams this week selected by the United and Associated Press. Notre Dame ranked fourth while Army and Navy held down the fifth and seventh place choices in both polls.

Freshman Booters Win Again,
As NE Catholic High Bows, 3-1

Pennsylvania's top notch freshman soccer team swept to its fifth victory in six games by outscoring Northeast Catholic High, 3-1, on Stewart Field yesterday.

In beating NE Catholic, a team that sported a 9-3-1 record and numbered among its triumphs three wins over college freshman squads, the yearlings scored once in each of the first three periods and didn't yield the Northeast goal until the final period when Coach Joe Devaney reig in a host of substitutes.

Farrell Shaftel scored the first Quaker goal at 12:05 of the opening period from Jerry May all adding the winning goal just before the end of the first half. Charlie Barry counted in the third period for a Pennsylvania insurance goal.

Center half Walt Schroth was elected captain of this year's frosh booters by his teammates. Captain Charlie Barclay countered in the first half of the Ohio State game.

A short Rennert-Dave Jones pass gave Rodney a lead of 12-2. Army and Navy held down the ninth position in the A.P. poll for the fourth straight week in Country's Top 7.
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Newsbrieves

DP Football Winners Named; Ben-Dor Addresses Faculty Club

The winners of the Army game football contest which was sponsored by the Business Staff of the Daily Pennsylvania have been announced. Harold Brown won "two Danny's William Penn Luncheon-ettes," Robert Heimann won a newer rye from Al's Pennette, and Jerry Marter won a pair for himself and four friends from Papa Tony's while Jack Lesser won a pair of "Down-Bury Specials" from Dow-Bury and Jerry Marter was given a genuine alligator skin iud from the University Book Store.

The winners may get their prizes by presenting a copy of this article to the respective faculty members.

Faculty Club Meets

Dr. Immerman, Ben-Dor, the Deputy Director of the Department of Agriculture of Israel, will speak on "Record Picture from Archeological Discoveries in Israel," before the Faculty Club at the University Museum tomorrow at 6:45.

De-Bonald relationship with the University Museum dates back to 1936, when he took part in five of the University exhibitions.

Churches Sponsor Drive

Roman Catholic churches throughout the Philadelphia area.

Harlow Golf World Editor

And Penn Alumni Names

Bob Harlow, editor and publisher of the weekly "Golf World Magazine" and alumni of the Class of 1913 of the University, died in his sleep early Monday morning. He was 68.

WXPN Program Schedule


Play Discounts Offered

Special Discounts are being offered to members of the University for the Philadelphia presentation of the dramatic revue "Face To Face," starting Jeannie Tandy and Henry Cramton. The Albert Newton and Bernard L. Rackett Productions will now be on a four-month tour of the country. It will appear in Philadelphia in November, in the evening, and in Saturday afternoon, and be back at the University for the production.

Tickets for the production may be purchased at the office of all Student Players. Prices are $1.00 any time before November 15th.

Jeannet Tandy and Henry Cramton have been seen together in "The Fourposter," "I'm a Madam," "You Want Some," "The Marriage," and many other stage, screen, and TV productions.

Best Value In Town

Penn 6 Ft. Scarfs

our price

$3.95

VARSITY SHOP

( Opposite Men's Dorm)

the four horsemen of the apocalypse

at the cinema club

the Philadelphia fine arts center presents

william carlos williams

in a reading of his poetry

FRI, NOV, 26th, 8:30 P.M.

university museum auditorium

THE UNIVERSITY MUSEUM

3427 Woodland Avenue

Open evenings until 9

FRI, NOV, 26th, 8:30 P.M.

university museum auditorium

Personal Christmas Cards!

order early!

hop to it!

at ZAVELLE'S

3427 Woodland Avenue

Open evenings until 9

WALMERT STREET, 3rd floor, K. 6-6188, if you forget, ask square to Kingdom Square

TYPING—Three, new paper, manuscripts. Write letter only. Ask for Miss Mincham or Miss St. Clair.

ATTENTION KENNETH'S TOWN—Be it known the Mary Rabe, 21 Oak Lane. Write letter only. Ask for Miss Mincham or Miss St. Clair.

I IMMEDIATE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

- Lowest Cut-Printed Drug
- Commercial Film, Photo
- Miss Hutchinson, West
- Mrs. Tabor, Bensalem
- Penn Pharmacy

E. H. HOFFMAN

2700 Walnut Street

Next Door Drug Store to Done